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Wood Quality – is it still relevant? 
John Moore

Workshop Aims

• To provide a quick summary of our knowledge on 
wood quality and its drivers

• To understand how important is wood quality for our 
major markets now and in the future

• To discuss what the current issues are for growers, 
processors and end users of wood products

Rules of Engagement

• This is an interactive workshop
• We want discussion

• We’re here to listen
• There are divergent points of view

− “Play the ball, not the man”

A Lot Happens in a Rotation!

• We potentially grow wood fibre for products that 
haven’t been developed that will be purchased by 
customers who haven’t been born yet

• Trees harvested now were probably planted around 
1984
− Focus on clearwood and structural
− Value seen in growing large pruned logs
− Logs processed on shore

− Vertical integration was common
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Percentage of harvest exported as logs

56%

Opportunity and/or Challenge?

• Phytosanitary issues (trade risk)
• Dependent on methyl bromide as a fumigant

• Do these markets value wood quality?
− Is there a price signal for quality?

• Are we putting a lot of eggs in one basket?

Is there a price premium for quality?

Growing the Sector Means Added-Value Processing

Woodco Strategic Action Plan

Will Log Exports be a Smaller Part of the Future?
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Are We at the Crossroads? Do All Parties in the Value Chain See Quality the Same?

Product Quality and the Producer

• Log grades primarily determined by:
− Diameter
− Knot size
− Sweep

Product Quality and the End-User

• Performance requirements depend on the product 
being considered

� Strength
� Stiffness

� Dimensions and dimensional stability
� Connection performance
� Colour/appearance

� Durability
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Structural Timber Use in New Zealand

Source: BRANZ study for NZWood

Light Commercial Construction

• Timber has < 20% share of the non-residential 
framing market

• Represents a significant opportunity for timber 
within New Zealand
− Cross-laminated timber offers many new 

opportunities in this market
− Our domestic market is relatively small

� Likely volumes of timber from an increased share of this 
market are around 50,000 m3

− Will need to focus on export market

Source: BRANZ study for NZWood

How Does Our Timber Measure Up?

European structural timber strength class system EN338:2009

C16 – general purpose structural
timber used for stud walls

C24-C35 – higher performance
timber used for trussed rafters
and lintels

What About Other Features?

• Trend is towards increasing levels of off-site 
construction and pre-fabrication of building 
elements

− Knots and distortion are significant problems
� Excessively distorted timber causes problems in pre-

fabrication jigs

� Excessively knotty timber causes problems for automatic 
nailing systems 

− End-users’ tolerance of distortion is usually 
considerably less than that specified in the codes

High Value Appearance Products

• Must not contain degrading resin blemishes or checks
• Must maintain shape conformity
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What the End-User Wants to Create Is Wood Quality Still Relevant?

• Are there issues with the wood quality in our 
plantation species?

• If so, what are the priority areas that need to be 
addressed?

• Do we need to better connect growers, processors 
and their customers to understand all these 
issues?

Workshop Aims

• To provide a quick summary of our knowledge on 
wood quality and its drivers

• To understand how important is wood quality for our 
major markets now and in the future

• To discuss what the current issues are for growers, 
processors and end users of wood products

How will I get square 
sides on my sandpit 
with this piece of 
timber?


